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          Hello, I am Bipin.

I am a software developer and have some requirements to load and customize PDFs with response URLs. I have used the below library package to load the PDF through  but It seems like the PDF is not loading only the blank view displayed there.

i.e. GitHub - PDFTron/pdftron-react-native: A convenience wrapper for building react native apps with PDFTron mobile SDK.

Could you please review this and let me know if there’s anything?

Thanks.
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                    I am having a hard time removing the UIActivityIndicatorView. Is there a property to remove it from ever showing? I have built my own custom UI to show loading of the pdf but want to completely hide the activity indicator view. Thanks
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Securing PDFs with Cross-Platform (Core) library
	Searching PDF documents with Cross-Platform (Core) Library - Get started
	Sample for editing PDFs using basic Cos/SDF API on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Add a new PDF Layer on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	Class ContentReplacer
	Class Element - SetTextMatrix(Double, Double, Double, Double, Double, Double)
	Class ElementBuilder

Forums:	Saving Annotations to Document - React Native
	Annotations Saving mechanism
	Outputting PDF using Response.BinaryWrite in ASP.Net
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          Hi there,

Thank you for getting in touch with us regarding this issue.

Could you please let us know what is the version of the native PDFTron iOS SDK (the “PDFNet” CocoaPod) you are using? If you are using the 9.0.2.77876 version then we recommend updating to the latest version, 9.0.2.77879, which contains several fixes.
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Hi there,

Thanks for your quick response.

I have resolved these errors. The problem is I have updated the library and then have followed the manual setup to the iOS and configured through this link,
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          Hi,

Thank you for getting back to us - we are glad to hear that you were able to resolve the errors that you were encountering.

If you have any other questions, please don’t hesitate to let us know.
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